GRAIN STORAGE

Safeguarding Your Grain® Since 1957
Protecting Your Investment

When months of hard work go into producing a grain crop, trust it to the best in storage: Brock.

Brock Solid® is our guarantee of trusted reliability you can count on day in and day out. It’s unmistakable quality, built to last year after year. And it’s the same guarantee we founded the company on back in 1957.

Today, our dealers continue to uphold those standards, providing the superior service and support customers expect from Brock. Brock Solid means you can depend on them and us. Times may change, but our solid values are stronger than ever.

Whether you’re a farmer storing your own grain or a commercial operation entrusted with safeguarding your customer’s crops, Brock Solid delivers. Always has, always will.

High Strength Bin Assembly Bolts are a Grade 8, with JS1000™ coating for superior weather-resistance.

The JS1000 trademark is not owned or licensed by CTB.

Diameter-Based Roof Options help balance roof strength and load-carrying capacity with price.

Sidewall Corrugation Options include wide (4 in./102 mm) or narrow (2.66 in./68 mm) corrugation.

High-Rise Roof Rib is a full 3 inches (76 mm) tall, utilizing Brock’s strength-giving 3-step rib design.

LATCH-LOCK® Walk-Through Bin Entry Doors feature a one-piece outer door and four interlocking panels that open with a lift of the latch.

BROCK SHUR-STEP® Bin Stairs have a raised non-skid surface and can serve more than one bin. Install during construction or later.

Sidewall Ladders have round rungs with a raised, non-skid surface and are permanently attached to the ladder rail for a hand-filling, secure grip.
Commercial storage bins require unequaled strength, trustworthy safety features, and quality you can depend on day in and day out. You'll find all of that and more in our storage solutions designed for commercial businesses.

Bins are available in either a flat bottom or a hopper style.

On-farm storage bins need to be ready when you are. There's no time for downtime come harvest season. That's why we engineer all of our storage bins to deliver day-to-day reliability and long-lasting durability.

Bins are available in either a flat bottom or a hopper style.

临时存储

Brock’s Temporary Storage Equipment offers a proven aeration system, precision design and unsurpassed quality to keep your ground piles performing well. Choose from the LeMar® Bunker System, Center Air System or Center Fill Towers.
For over 60 years, farmers have counted on Brock for reliable, quality grain storage. That focus on providing dependability has led to technological advances and expansion through the years, resulting in the full line of grain facility solutions that are available today.

Whether you’re a farmer interested in grain storage or a commercial operator in need of handling equipment, you’ll find the quality you’ve come to expect and the trusted integrity you deserve.

Handling
- Grain Sweeps
- Grain Conveyors
- Bin Unloading Systems
- Bucket Elevators
- Distributors & Accessories

Drying & Conditioning
- Low-Profile Grain Dryers
- Tower Grain Dryers
- Centrifugal & Axial Fans
- Heaters
- Controls

Structures
- Catwalks
- Bucket Elevator Towers & Stairways
- EVERLOC® Roof Mount System
- Support Towers
- Slot & Tab Construction